structures can already be regarded as a full-grown branch of crystallography.

The physical properties of such quasiperiodic structures can be very interesting and superspace symmetry can be useful in the study of them.

REFERENCES

X RAY INSTRUMENTS

Huber two-circle, four-circle and six-circle instruments are available for use in house or at a Synchrotron Beam Line. Modular design of individual components allows specials to be built with minimum design time. Please request catalog of Huber instruments.
ANNEXE n°2

Think Semiconductors. Think Solutions. Think Oxford.

When you’re looking for results in semiconductor physics, think about Oxford Instruments! We’re at the forefront of a range of technologies supplying the right equipment for your research.

We make the world’s widest ranges of temperature and magnetic field environments available to you, both as tried and tested products and as custom designs for your special needs. Our range of superconducting magnet systems provide fields to over 20 Tesla in a variety of formats, now extended by our new High Energy Pulse Magnet System, a multipurpose power source for fields of 40 Tesla and beyond. The Spectromag family of magnet systems allows optical experimentation on semiconductor samples in a magnetic field and at variable temperatures.

The Kelvinox family of dilution refrigerators provide sample environments down to 10 millikelvin, with under 3 mK achieved in special systems. These compact and user-friendly systems allow you access to extremely low temperatures with minimum effort. The Heliox $^3$He system and a range of $^4$He cryostats for testing samples up to wafer size, including the CF series of continuous-flow systems, provide you with the widest range of options. Cathodoluminescence and low temperature SEM on semiconductor materials? All part of the service!

We are committed to design excellence and the best results for your application, so talk with our experts at an early stage. As we say . . . think semiconductors, think solutions, think Oxford.

Oxford Instruments, Scientific Research Division
Research Instruments
Old Station Way, Eynsham, Witney, Oxon OX8 4NQ, England
Tel +44 (0)865 882855 Fax +44 (0)865 881567
The undisputed champion.

In the UNIX market, the remarkable Gould PowerNodes are the systems to beat. Competitors struggle to make the grade, the PowerNodes have danced rings around their opponents. Gould's combinations of UNIX systems with clock-out performance, and you won't be swayed by the price.

Unanimous verdicts.

The last year alone, we supplied the first UNIX computer in Europe and won an order for over 100 PowerNode superminis. Our position as market leader is now confirmed.

Striking success.

Realizing outstanding success has been
our most cost-effective range of
UNIX superminis.

PowerNode 6000 series has achieved
acceptance as departmental
computers in Government, Education and
Industry, typically supporting a minimum
of users.

Price/Performance in UNIX Systems

Gould

Electronics

ANNEXE n°3

Name:

Position:

Company:

Address:

Tel:

Marketing Department
Gould Computer Systems
Coppthall House
Grove Road
Sutton, Surrey SM1 1BY

To find out how the PowerNode muscle
could help you, return the coupon or ring
01-843 8020.
Tomä-to. Tom-ë-i-to. We're sort

We were delighted when the compilers of the Oxford English Dictionary over a three year period, IBM is providing significant help to the project by giving IBM in the UK • 18,500 employees in 50 locations • Manufacturing plants in Greenock and

ing the whole thing out.

accepted our offer to help computerise the latest edition of the OED. both computers and the services of some of its most experienced people. Havant • Development laboratory in Winchester • Britain's 6th largest exporter.
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Estane® polyurethane straightjackets problems, not ideas

Why Estane polyurethane outperforms ordinary materials
- Excellent low-temperature flexibility

Incredibly tough and versatile, Estane® polyurethane can take a hundred different shapes, perform a thousand different tasks. It brings longer life, greater strength and more staying power to that new product or application you have in mind.

Engineers favour it as jacketing, film, hose, profile and coating of bellows, gasket and wheel material. Processors are enthusiastic about its molding and extruding ease yielding high product uniformity.

And you'll like Estane® polyurethane for its vast application potential and the economies it offers.

- Outstanding abrasion resistance
- Extraordinary toughness
- Superior chemical resistance
- Easy processability

RETHANES TECHNOLOGY, December-January 1989
Enjoy the freedom of running your entire business on Windows 3... the open environment where all your applications interface with each other at the click of a button. Change pricing, adjust budgets and then send the new figures straight back to your accounts — effortlessly. Use Windows 3 multitasking to look up information on any account, at any time.

**Enhanced report presentation**

Print financial reports direct to a Windows 3 Wordprocessor or Desktop Publisher to add notes and change fonts. No re-keying of data increases productivity and minimises errors.

**Easy custom reporting**

Move account data to Windows 3 spreadsheets, for custom analysis and graphic presentation. Summarise your sales figures, any way you want, and graph the trends automatically. With Sybiz Accounting for Windows 3, there's no need to retype any figures.

**Dynamic data exchange**

Set up DDE 'hot links' to update other applications automatically as transactions are processed. Watch daily sales graphs literally grow with every invoice you process.

**Your own letterhead design**

Use Windows 3 paint programs to design your logo and have it appear on your Sybiz Accounting statements and invoices. Count the savings on custom stationery printing!

**Improved financial control and debt collecting**

Sybiz Accounting for Windows 3 is a completely integrated accounting package which includes Invoicing, Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Inventory and Nominal Ledger. Service Industry Accounting for Windows 3 has all these plus a fully integrated Job Costing, Estimating and Billing module.

All Sybiz Accounting products include a cashflow forecast, automatic reminders and mailmerge. They may print onto inexpensive plain paper, as well as Sybiz invoice and statement forms. And if you're already using other Windows 3 applications, Sybiz Accounting for Windows 3 will be very easy.
There Are Times When Faster Is Decisely Better.

Which is precisely why our new EF 9720 Pro Series was created. It makes quick work of even the most numerous copying jobs. First off, it turns out a rapid 11 minute, even with legal-size documents. Plus it performs as it is fast. With standard features like a 20-bin inserter that produces finished sets in a flash.

Unique feeder design that lets you copy computer forms without separating them. Not to mention our remarkable SMART system, which reports copy counts and schedules preventive maintenance via a direct link to your dealer's service department. Sure, there are other ways to make copies. But if speed is important, we suggest you call 1-800-9-MINOLTA.

Pronto.

Copiers and Fax Machines

Made from the Mind of Minolta.